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111
BC = BD - CD = - . AD - - . AD = - . AD.

5 10 10

1. Answer (E): The number of points could be any integer between 5·2 = 10
and 5 . 3 = 15, inclusive. The number of possibilities is 15 - 10 + 1 = 6.

4. Answer (D): The measure of LCOD is 180° - 30° - 45° = 105°. Therefore

the ratio of the area of the sector to the area of the circle is ~gg= 2~'

9. Answer (A): Let 0 be the center of the circle, and let
D be the intersection of OC and AB. Because OC bisects
minor arc AB, 0D is a perpendicular bisector of chord AB.
Hence AD = 3, and applying the Pythagorean Theorem to
6ADO yields OD = V52 - 33 = 4. Therefore DC = 1,
and applying the Pythagorean Theorem to 6ADC yields
AC = v32 + 12 = yIIO.

Suppose that Brenda can lay x bricks in an hour and Brandon can lay y bricks
in an hour. Then the number of bricks in the chimney can be expressed as 9x,
10y, or 5(x + y - 10). The equality of these expressions leads to the system of
equations

10. Answer (B): Let n be the number of bricks in the chimney. Then the
number of bricks per hour Brenda and Brandon can lay working alone is ~ and
1~' respectively. Working together they can lay (~ + ~ - 10) bricks in an hour,
or

5 (~+~ -10)9 10
bricks in 5 hours to complete the chimney. Thus

5(~+~-1O)=n9 10 '

and the number of bricks in the chimney is n = 900.

OR

4x - 5y = -50
-5x + 5y = -50.

lt follows that x = 100, so the number of bricks in the chimney is 9x = 900.

11. Answer (A): The portion of the mountain that is above the water forms a
cone that is similar to the entire mountain. The ratio of the volumes of the
cones is the cube of the ratio of their heights. Let d be the depth of the ocean,
in feet. Then the height of the mountain above the water is 8000 - d feet, and

(8000 - d)3 1
80003 8

Taking cube roots on both sides gives

8000 - d 1
8000 2'

from which 16,000 - 2d = 8000, and d = 4000.

12. Answer (B): Because the mean of the first n terms is n, their sum is n2.

Therefore the nth term is n2 - (n - 1)2 = 2n - 1, and the 2008th term is
2 . 2008 - 1 = 4015.

1 2 3 4

11 10 9 8

15 16 17 18

25 24 23 22

2. Answer (B): The two sums are 1 + 10 + 17 + 22 = 50 and
4 + 9+ 16+ 25 = 54, so the positive difference between the sums
is 54 - 50 = 4.

Query; If a different 4 x 4 block of dates had been chosen, the
answer would be unchanged. Why?

3. Answer (C): A single player can receive the largest possible salary only when
the other 20 players on the team are each receiving the minimum salary of
$15,000. Thus the maximum salary for any player is $700,000 - 20 . $15,000 =
$400,000.

steps. At 1800 steps per mile, the number of miles Pete walks is

44~5x 1~5 = 44.5 X 103 ::::0 2.5 X 103 = 2500.1 x 10 18

5. Answer (C): The total cost of the carnations must be an even number of
dollars. The total number of dollars spent is the even number 50, so the number
of roses purchased must also be even. In addition, the number of roses purchased
cannot exceed 530. Therefore the number of roses purchased must be one of the
even integers between 0 and 16, inclusive. This gives 9 possibilities for the
number of roses purchased, and consequently 9 possibilities for the number of
bouquets.

6. Answer (A): During the year Pete takes

44 x 105+ 5 x 104 = 44.5 X 105

7. Answer (A): Note that (y - X)2 = (x - y)2, so

(x - y)2$(y - x)2 = (x _ y)2$(x _ y)2 = ((x _ y)2 _ (x _ y)2)2 = 02 = O.

8. Answer (C): Because AB + BD = AD and AB = 4BD, it follows that
BD = i .AD. By similar reasoning, CD = 110 . AD. Thus
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c G D Because the only integer factorizations of 8 are

so the required area is 4 . i = 1.

10glob = ?T.

loga b = 10glOa

14. Answer (C): The given information implies that 2?T10g10(a2) = 10glO(b4) or,
equivalently, that 4?T10g10a = 410g10b. Thus

8 = 1 ·8 = 2 ·4= (-4) . (-2) = (-8) . (-1),

from which 1 = a2 - c2, which is the length of the altitude from C to AB.
Because f:::.ABC has area 2008, it follows that AB = 4016, lal = 2008 and
a2 = 20082 = 4032064. Therefore c2 = a2 - 1 = 4032063 and the sum of the
digits of c2 is 18.

lal + 1"11 = ~b2 + Jc2 +d2

= J (1 - d)2 + (-1 - d)2 + Jc2 + d2

= J2 + 2d2 + Jc2 + d2.

and because b > a > 0, the only possible ordered pairs satisfying this equation
for (a - 4, b - 4) are (1,8) and (2,4). Hence (a, b) must be one of the two ordered
pairs (5,12), or (6,8).

c2 _ a2 c2 - a2---·---=-1,c-a c+a

17. Answer (C):

Let A = (a, a2) and C = (c, c2). Then B = (-a, a2). If either LA or LB is 900,

then c = ±a, but this is impossible because A, B, and C must have distinct
x-coordinates. Thus LC = 900, so AC ..1 BC. Consequently

18. Answer (E): Square ABCD has side length 14. Let F and G be the feet
of the altitudes from E in f:::.ABE and f:::.CDE, respectively. Then FG = 14,
EF = 2 . 110:= 15 and EG = 2 . i~= 13. Because f:::.EFC is perpendicular
to the plane of ABCD, the altitude to FC is the altitude of the pyramid. By
Heron's Formula, the area of f:::.EFC is J(21)(6)(7)(8) = 84, so the altitude to
FC is 2· ~: = 12. Therefore the volume of the pyramid is (~)(196)(12) = 784.

19. Answer (B): Let a = a + bi and "I = c + di, where a, b, c, and d are real
numbers. Then f(l) = (4 + a + c) + (1 + b + d)i, and f(i) = (-4 - b + c) +
(-1 + a + d)i. Because both f(l) and f(i) are real, it follows that a = 1- d and
b = -1 - d. Thus

E

12 - 5V3
36

OR

~ 1 2 ( V3) 1 10
3 EG + "3AD ="3 1 - 2 +"3' 1 = 1 - ¥.

2·~. ~ ((1- ~) + (1- ~)) = ~ (2_ 5~)

Therefore the area of R is

Place ABCD in a coordinate plane with B = (0,0), A = (1,0), and C = (0,1).

Then the equation of the line BE is y = V3x, so E = (~, 1), and the point of R
closest to B is (~, V;). Thus the region R consists of two congruent trapezoids

with height i and bases 1-1 and 1- V;. Then proceed as in the first solution.

13. Answer (B): Draw a line parallel to AD through point E,
intersecting AB at F and intersecting CD at G. Triangle
AEF is a 30-60-900 triangle with hypotenuse AE = 1, so

EF = 1. Region R consists of two congruent trapezoids

of height i, shorter base EG = 1- ¥, and l~nger base the
weighted average

15. Answer (C): The region inside S but outside R consists of four triangles,
each of which has two sides of length 1. The angle between those two sides is
3600 - 900 - 4 . 600 = 300• Thus the area of each triangle is

1 . ° 1- . 1 . 1 . sm 30 =-
2 4'

16. Answer (B): Because the area of the border is half the area of the floor, the
same is true of the painted rectangle. The painted rectangle measures a - 2 by
b - 2 feet. Hence ab = 2(a - 2)(b - 2), from which 0 = ab - 4a - 4b + 8. Add 8
to each side of the equation to produce

The minimum value of lal + 1"11 is consequently V2, which is achieved when
c = d = O. In this case we also have a = 1 and b = -1.

8 = ab - 4a - 4b + 16 = (a - 4) (b - 4).
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20. Answer (B): Number the pails consecutively so that Michael is presently at
pail 0 and the garbage truck is at pail 1. Michael takes 200/5 = 40 seconds to
walk between pails, so for n ~ 0 he passes pail n after 40n seconds. The truck
takes 20 seconds to travel between pails and stops for 30 seconds at each pail.
Thus for n ~ 1 it leaves pail n after 50(n - 1) seconds, and for n ~ 2 it arrives
at pail n after 50(n - 1) - 30 seconds. Michael will meet the truck at pail n if
and only if

50(n - 1) - 30:::; 40n :::;50(n - 1) or, equivalently, 5:::; n :::;8.

distance-( ft)

200

50

Michael

time-(sec)

Hence Michael first meets the truck at pail 5 after 200 seconds, just as the truck
leaves the pail. He passes the truck at pail 6 after 240 seconds and at pail 7
after 280 seconds. Finally, Michael meets the truck just as it arrives at pail 8
after 320 seconds. These conditions imply that the truck is ahead of Michael
between pails 5 and 6 and that Michael is ahead of the truck between pails 7
and 8. However, the truck must pass Michael at some point between pails 6 and
7, so they meet a total of five times.

21. Answer (E): Circles A and B both have radius 1, b

so they intersect if and only if the distance between (0,2)
their centers is no greater than 2. Let the centers of
the circles be (a, 0) and (b,l). The distance between
these points is J(a - b)2 + 1, so the circles intersect(O:V3)
if and only if J (a - b)2 + 1 :::; 2. This condition is
equivalent to (a - b)2 :::; 3, or -V3 :::;a - b :::; V3.

I , __~1 I •. a
Points in the square correspond to ordered pairs (a, b) (0,0) ("{:j,o) (2,0)
with 0 :::;a :::;2 and 0 :::;b :::; 2. The shaded region corresponds to the points that

satisfy -V3 :::;a - b :::; V3. Its area is 4 - (2 - V3) 2. The requested probability
is the area of the shaded region divided by the area of the square, which is

2

4 - (2 - V3)
4

4V3 - 3
4
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22. Answer (E): The four vacant spaces can be located in any of C46) = 1820
combinations of positions. The arrangements in which Auntie Em is unable to
park may be divided into two cases. If the rightmost space is occupied, then
every vacant space is immediately to the left of an occupied space. Let X denote
the union of a vacant space and the occupied space immediately to its right, and
let Y denote a single occupied space not immediately to the right of a vacant
space. The arrangement of cars and spaces can be represented by a sequence of
four X's and eight Y's in some order, and there are C42) = 495 possible orders.
If the rightmost space is vacant, the arrangement in the remaining 15 spaces can
be represented by a sequence of three X's and nine Y's in some order, and there
are C32) = 220 possible orders. Therefore there are 1820 - 495 - 220 = 1105
arrangements in which Auntie Em can park, and the requested probability is
1105_ 17
1820- 28'

OR

Let 0 denote an occupied space, and let V denote a vacant space. The problem
is equivalent to finding the probability p that in a string of 12 D's and 4 V's,
there are at least two consecutive V's. Then 1 - p is the probability that no two
V's are consecutive. In a string of 12 D's, there are 13 spaces in which to insert
4 V's to create a string in which no two V's are consecutive. Thus

p = 1 _ C43) 17
C46) = 28'

If lVI is not a square, its divisors can be arranged in pairs, each with a product
of lvI. Thus the product of the divisors is lvId(lvI)/2. A similar argument shows
that this result is also true if lVI is a square. Therefore

792 = log ((10n)d(lOn)/2) = ~d(10n). n = ~d(2n. 5n). n = ~(n + 1)2. n,

and the conclusion follows as in the first solution.

24. Answer (C): For n ~ 0, let An = (an,O), and let Cn+l = an+l - an. Let
Bo = Ao, and let Co= O. Then for n ~ 0,

Bn+1 = (an + Cn+l V3Cn+1)
2' 2 '

so

)2 Cn+l( V3~n+l = an + -2'
from which 3C;+1 - 2Cn+l - 4an = O. For n ~ 1,

Bn = (a _ Cn V3cn)
n ,-22'

= L L (alog10 2) + L L (blog105)
b=Oa=O a=Ob=O

792 = L2.)OgI0 (2a5b) = LL(alogl02+blogl05)
a=Ob=O a=Ob=O

23. Answer (A): Because the prime factorization of 10 is 2·5, the positive divisors
of IOn are the numbers 2a . 5b with 0 :::;a :::;nand 0 :::;b :::; n. Thus

n n n n

n n n n

so

( v'3Cn r~a - '"
2 n 2'

from which 3c; + 2cn - 4an = O. Hence 3C;+1 - 2Cn+l = 4an = 3c; + 2cn, and

2(Cn+l + cn) = 3(c;+1 - c;) = 3(Cn+l + Cn)(Cn-l - cn)'

Thus Cn+l = Cn + ~ for n ~ O. It follows that

25. Answer (B): Let lVI and N be the midpoints of sides AD and BC. Set
L.BAD = 2y and L.ADC = 2x. We have x +y = 90°, from which it follows that
L.AP D = 90°. Hence in triangle AP D, lvIP is the median to the hypotenuse
AD, so AM = MD = MP and L.MPA = L.MAP = L.PAB. Thus, MP II AB.
Likewise, QN II AB. It follows that lvI, P, Q, and N are collinear, and

n n

= (n + 1) (logl0 2) La + (n + 1) (lOg105) L b
a=O b=O

= (n + 1) (10g102 + 10glO5) (~n(n + 1))
1 1

= -n(n + I? (logl0 10) = -n(n + 1)2.2 2

Hence n(r;, + 1)2 = 2·792 = 2·11·72 = 11.122, so n = 11.
OR

2 4 6 2n 2 n( n + 1)
an == "3 + "3 + ,3 + ... + 3 == "3 . --2-

Solving n(n + 1)/3 ~ 100 gives n' ~ 17.

n(n + 1)
3

Let d(lvI) denote the number of divisors of a positive integer lvI. The sum of
the logs of the divisors of lvI is equal to the log of the product of its divisors. PQ=MN-MP-QN= AB+CD-AD-BC2 = 9.
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The area of ABQC D P is equal to the sum of the areas of two trapezoids ABQ P
and CDPQ. Let P be the foot of the perpendicular from A to CD. Then the
area of ABQCDP is equal to

AB+PQ. AP + CD+PQ. AP = 12AP.
2 2 2 2

Let E lie on DC so that AE II BC. Then AE = BC = 5 and DE = CD-CE =
CD-AB = 8. We have AD2-Dp2 = Ap2 = AE2-Ep2 = AE2-(DE-DP)2,

or 49 - Dp2 = 25 - (8 - DP)2. Solving the last equation gives DP = 121. Thus

AP = 5f and the area of ABQCDP is 12AP = 30V3.

A~ ----"B

D~P Q~c

nlJ\ \
OR

Therefore LAED = 60°, so AP = 5V3j2, and the area of ABQCDP is 30V3.

As in the first solution, conclude that AE = 5 and DE = 8. Apply the Law of
Cosines to DADE to obtain

cos(LAED) = 82 + 52 - 722·8·5

1
2
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